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Empower Students to Pass the GED Math Test (Even If You're Not a Math Expert)
Instructors don't have to be math experts to be effective teachers of the math covered on the GED. But we know 
that math is the final test to pass for over 80% of GED test-takers. We need a new approach. Teaching students how 
to use their reading and critical thinking skills can be as important to passing the Math test as the calculations. Join 
us for this interactive session where we learn the ins-and-outs of the GED math test and the resources available to 
prepare for it, as well as how to activate critical thinking skills that students already have and apply them to math. 
Let's arm ourselves with as much GED math information as possible so we can then empower our students to pass 
the test and transition to their next step!

● Learn the ins-and-outs of the GED math test (About the Test page, study guide, test preview)
● Identify resources available to prepare students for math test (non-calculator skills, indicators, formula sheet, 

calculator tutorial and reference page)
● Activate critical thinking skills and apply them to math (three-read strategy, What’s Going on in this Graph?)

Messaging: This is targeted for teachers of ASE students who are prepping for the GED. 
This is ultimately a session about multidisciplinary instruction. 



Session Objectives

● Learn the ins-and-outs of the GED® math test 
● Identify resources available to prepare students for the 

math test 
● Enable students to activate critical thinking skills and 

apply them to the math test

This session is targeted for teachers of students 
who are prepping for the GED® math test.



Poll Questions

Online participants: Find the poll in Whova and take a minute to answer both 
questions. 
In-person participants: Turn & talk to your neighbor

How do you feel about teaching math? 

AND

Think about a student you’ve had recently who struggled with 
math/struggled to pass the GED math test. What would you identify as 
a major reason for their struggle? 



The Ins-and-Outs of the GED® Math Test



Learn the Ins-and-Outs of the GED® Math Subject Test

 

www.ged.com 

   

GED® home page        About the Test tab

https://ged.com/about_test/test_subjects/ 

http://www.ged.com
https://ged.com/about_test/test_subjects/


Learn About Resources for GED® Math 

 

www.ged.com Educators & Admins tab 

   

http://www.ged.com


The “No-Calculator” Skills

GED® Educators & Admins tab Teaching Resources

https://ged.com/educators_admins/teaching/teaching_resources/ 

https://ged.com/educators_admins/teaching/teaching_resources/


GED Non-Calculator Section - Helpful Tips

Become familiar with the 8 calculator-prohibited indicators 

Total number of questions on that portion varies but does not exceed 7

Non-calculator section of the test can only be reviewed at the end of that section.

Tips & 
Tricks!

https://ged.com/wp-content/uploads/Math-Skills-Calculator-Prohibited_EN.pdf




openmiddle.com



Math Formula Sheet

GED® Educators & Admins tab      Free Classroom Materials

https://ged.com/educators_admins/teaching/classroom_materials/ 

https://ged.com/educators_admins/teaching/classroom_materials/


Using the Calculator 

GED® Educators & Admins tab      Free Classroom Materials

https://ged.com/educators_admins/teaching/classroom_materials/ 

https://ged.com/educators_admins/teaching/classroom_materials/


Calculator videos on YouTube



James Kruczinski - GED Quizizz 

https://quizizz.com/profile/5e29fe30f3554f001b2aeea3?source=profile_share


Instructional Strategies



High Impact Indicators

GED® Educators & Admins tab Teaching Resources

https://ged.com/educators_admins/teaching/teaching_resources/ 

https://ged.com/educators_admins/teaching/teaching_resources/




Critical Thinking Skills on the Math Test



What Doesn’t Work for Word Problems?

Elementary level students can benefit 
from a strategy like this because it can 
be helpful for organizing information 
when first learning to read. 

However, it isolates the information 
instead of making sense of it. 





NO More Keywords!

Keywords can be dangerous. 

Sometimes there is no keyword.

Teaching keywords does not allow students to think about math in context.

Most GED math problems require more than one step and are more 
advanced. 

Maria had 10 flower petals. Four 
were green and the rest were 
orange. How many orange flower 
petals does Maria have?

https://www.therouttymathteacher.com/keywords-for-math-word-problems/

Julie left $9 on the table. Her brother 
left $6 on the table. How much money 
was left on the table?



https://tjzager.com/2014/10/18/making-sense/

https://tjzager.com/2014/10/18/making-sense/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kibaFBgaPx4


Let’s walk through a math problem-solving strategy called 
the three-reads protocol.

1) Read for Context
2) Read to understand the quantities and their relationship
3) Read to reveal the questions and plan solution 

strategies

Amplify 
Language!

https://illustrativemathematics.blog/2022/08/09/tackling-wordy-problems-how-the-three-reads-
math-language-routine-supports-access-for-all-learners/



An aquarium manager drew a blueprint for a 

cylindrical fish tank. The tank has a vertical tube in the 

middle in which visitors can stand and view the fish.

The best average density for the species of fish that 

will go in the tank is 16 fish per 100 gallons of water. 

This provides enough room for the fish to swim while 

making sure that there are plenty of fish for people to 

see.

The aquarium has 275 fish available to put in the tank.

Let’s try it! Read for Context



An aquarium manager drew a blueprint for a cylindrical 

fish tank. The tank has a vertical tube in the middle in 

which visitors can stand and view the fish.

The best average density for the species of fish that will 

go in the tank is 16 fish per 100 gallons of water. This 

provides enough room for the fish to swim while 

making sure that there are plenty of fish for people to 

see.

The aquarium has 275 fish available to put in the tank.

Let’s try it! Read to identify quantities



An aquarium manager drew a blueprint for a cylindrical fish 

tank. The tank has a vertical tube in the middle in which visitors 

can stand and view the fish.

The best average density for the species of fish that will go in 

the tank is 16 fish per 100 gallons of water. This provides 

enough room for the fish to swim while making sure that there 

are plenty of fish for people to see.

The aquarium has 275 fish available to put in the tank.

Is this the right number of fish for the tank? If not, 

how many fish should be added or removed? 

Explain your reasoning.

Let’s try it! Reveal the question and plan a solution



GED Math Vocabulary

The GED® test does not directly test math vocabulary definitions, BUT it 
does use math vocabulary in context. 

If a math term is included in a GED® indicator, students are expected to 
understand the meaning of that word.



Test taking strategies

● Encourage to attack problems they are confident with and flag 
the ones they are unsure of.

● Eliminate 3 of 4 through estimation
● Restate the problem in your own words
● Reasonableness of answer (shepard problem)



NYT What’s Going 
On In This Graph? 

● What do you notice? 
● What do you wonder?
● What conclusions can 

you draw from this 
information?



Additional Resources - Fast Track Math Materials

GED Success Academy from Kentucky U

Hopkinsville High Impact GED Study Guide

Tri-County Math Study Booklet

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uA4LbUSYatOK3wfeInxr64Nkuxg_lUvK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/123aqvIU_e8jlAepwYlAXiEl7FJRr_ENO/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15qnNfiHR1kR06CKCLGFC8Isu0vuKCR6q/view?usp=drive_link


http://rebrand.ly/pdnlist 

http://rebrand.ly/pdnlist


Thank you!
Amber Fornaciari

aj-fornaciari@wiu.edu

Anita Kerr
aj-kerr3@wiu.edu 

Download the slides from the 
Whova app and use the 
resources linked throughout.

Feel free to reach out with 
questions! 

mailto:aj-fornaciari@wiu.edu
mailto:aj-kerr3@wiu.edu

